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The same with her majesty the queen of england who is the leader of the anglican church in her country as a mother she would go as eligible not as a voter
There is another case the case of countries that had a hereditary monarchy but to left it in these cases it would be allowed to enter into the selection two candidates
military and the legitimate heir of the historic dynasty this would apply for example russia france germany italy china
Whereby the selection would have to make among very high ranking military and royal people of all countries in the world today there are countries that have no
monarchy or royalty or have had since its inception including the united states for example in these cases the country would be represented in the selection for military
chosen by the head of stateu0301s country with the help of military intelligence
Countries with a queen or a king have more options namely they can leave the king or queen in your country and send a princess or a prince or leave his country s
monarchy as is and send a military
It would be the head of state who decides who will enter the selection in the event that there is no head of state the person who would decide who goes into the
selection who would be holding the presidency of the organ with the powers of the management of the defence of the country in question aided by military intelligence
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